
COMPARE AND CONTRAST HAMLET FORTINBRAS AND

In Shakespeareâ€™s famous tragedy, Hamlet there are similarities between Hamlet, Fortinbras, and Laertes. The Foils
of Laertes and Fortinbras in Hamlet Essay. The Foils of Laertes and Fortinbras in Hamlet William Shakespeare wrote
the classic play, Hamlet in the sixteenth century.

Hamlet would be a very difficult play to understand without the masterful use of foils. But if his rise to true
honor finally redeems him in our eyes, his false honor has destroyed his life. At least psychologically and
metaphorically, Hamlet had been possessed by his father's spirit. Leartes chases after false honor and is not
able to detect something really worth fighting for. Hamlet, Fortinbras and Leartes are all very different people
with different lives, but there are many circumstances surrounding them that mysteriously connect them. In
addition, note that when the final showdown happens, it is instigated by Claudius and Laertes rather than
Hamlet himself. Hamlet would be a very difficult play to understand without the masterful use of foils. A
common theory of madness was that it was caused by demonic possession. Fortinbras does not care what he
fights for as long as it brings him honor. Hamlet wasn't naturally vengeful, but he was loyal to his father so he
swore an oath to his father to seek revenge. Hamlet and Laertes demonstrate rash behaviour when infuriated.
Their extreme love for her and profound hate for each other is almost a mystery. Once Laertes discovers his
father has been murdered Laertes immediately assumes the slayer is Claudius. Hamlet is by far Shakespeare's
most compelling character. Author: Brandon Johnson. Hamlet and Fortinbras have lost their fathers to
untimely deaths. Or is the ghost evil, trying to coerce him into killing Claudius. This theme, however, is one of
the oldest in history, and while it is not the most apparent, it does exist by William Shakespeare. Hamlet and
Laertes share a different but deep love and concern for Ophelia. As these men interact in this play, you can see
how these differences tug at the very root of the Author: Brandon Johnson. In his statement Prince Hamlet, in
his role as the star character in William Shakespeare's Hamlet, acknowledges the complexity of man; as
"infinite in faculties. A foil is a minor character in a literary work that compliments the main character through
similarities and differences in personality. Laertes feels charged to take revenge for the murder, but like
Hamlet, he is hesitant to act. Fortinbras's father was killed by Hamlet's father 30 years earlier. His hastiness is
what gets him killed in the end. The way they worked out these problems is how we see the action behind the
men and are able to recognize the traits that influenced all characters in the play, not just the ones discussed
here. Sigler EN 16 November Surface, Depth, and a Reflected World of Hamlet Although dynamic characters
typically develop through solely personal obstacles, William Shakespeare uses the character of Hamlet as a
contradiction by illustrating his growth through other characters. In the same way, Laertes care and affection
are revealed by his advice to his sister. The killer is Young Hamlet. The fathers of Laertes and Hamlet both
attempted to use spies to gain information on their sons although not his real father Claudius was his uncle as
well as step-father. In Poland, Fortinbras sent 10, men to their graves for a worthless piece of land. He then
shows great pleasure in the fact that he, himself, will be able to deal Hamlet a fatal blow in a fencing match.
Hamlet, Leartes and Fortinbras all had some huge issues to work out in their lives. Without his important
father, Laertes may lose his status and his place at court. He had from himself been taken away and that was
madness. To vindicate his honor, Laertes stoops to a most dishonorable practice. While Hamlet waits for the
right time to avenge his father's death, Laertes learns of his father's death and immediately wants vengeance,
and Fortinbras awaits his chance to recapture land that used to belong to his father. He didn't care about right
or wrong, he just wanted revenge, even if it meant cutting Hamlet's throat in a church.


